Persistent Intelligence
MissionGraph is a data integration, enhancement, and exploration platform that powers
massive-scale analysis. MissionGraph combines the strength and scalability of a product
with the expertise and custom touch of Deloitte Consulting. It enables frictionless integration
with existing infrastructure, software, and technical controls.

Overview of Solution

What are the capabilities?

How does it work?

 Intelligent data ingestion and
enhancement: structured and
unstructured from disparate
sources
 Advanced analytics:
recommendation engines,
community detection, entity
resolution, machine learning
 Dynamic views: network,
geospatial, entity 360, dashboard,
and lead generation

MissionGraph creates a “persistent”
knowledge graph built on an open
architecture to allow ready client
adoption and analysis of entities. The
platform is implemented in commercial
or client clouds. Then domain specific
customizations are made based on the
client use cases. including additional
third party interactions, custom views,
and advanced analytics.

Value Added for the Client
 Faster time to value
 Increased control over
disorganized data landscapes

 Improved technical agility
 Advanced insights into complex
questions

What client use cases does MissionGraph support?
•
•
•
•
•

Intelligence and Investigations
Force Readiness
Disaster Preparedness
Fraud Detection
Customer 360
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•
•
•
•
•

Insider Threat
Business Network Transparency
State Task Force Fusion
State Integrated Eligibility
Compliance & Regulation

www.MissionGraph.ai

A multi-disciplinary team will partner with you to set up the system, design the user
experience, identify critical questions, create insightful analytics, and effectively manage
petabytes of data. It provides a platform for top-down views for executives to tactical views
for those executing the business or mission.

“ From five days to five clicks.”

- MissionGraph Client

What challenges does the platform address?
As an analyst , I need to
compile all known information
on people, places, and things,
in order to find explicit
connections to ongoing
investigations.

As a regulatory official, I need
to prioritize my inspection
schedule in order to optimize
the distribution of my
allocated resources.

As a planning
coordinator, I need
to understand my organization’s
state of readiness to anticipate
and prepare for any event.

As a state official, I need to
gather data across different
departments in order to
provide a comprehensive set
of services to my constituents.

